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FACT SHEET ON HANFORD TOXIC VAPOR COURT ARGUMENTS 

October 12, 2016 

• A federal court judge will hear arguments today on two separate motions related to the 
Hanford nuclear site’s toxic vapor program.  The parties include, on the plaintiff’s side, the WA 
Attorney General, Hanford Challenge and UA Local 598 (pipefitters).  The defendants are the 
Department of Energy (DOE) and Washington River Protection Solutions (WRPS). 
 

• The first set of motions involve the plaintiffs request to the federal court to issue an order, 
called a Preliminary Injunction, that would impose requirements on the defendants to -- 

o require the use of supplied air (SCBA) for all workers inside the fences at the Hanford 
tank farms; 

o post a 200-foot vapor control zone requiring supplied air use during waste-disturbing 
activities; and 

o install and deploy monitoring and alarming technologies on tanks. 
 

• The second set of motions came from DOE and WRPS, and seek to dismiss the WA Attorney 
General from the lawsuit. 
 

• If the court grants the motion for a preliminary injunction in whole or in part, the requested 
relief would stay in effect until the trial date that has been set for this action, which currently is 
September 2017. 
 

• If the court grants DOE and WRPS’ motion to dismiss the WA Attorney General from the lawsuit, 
the AG has said that it would simply intervene in the ongoing case brought by Hanford Challenge 
and Local 598. 
 

• The AG, Hanford Challenge and Local 598 believe, and history confirms, that the absence of 
injunctive relief would result in additional harm to workers before the Court is able to fully 
adjudicate the matter at trial.  
 

• During April and June of this year alone, over 50 Hanford tank farm workers were sent for 
medical evaluation following exposure to toxic vapors released into the environment from 
Hanford’s underground storage tanks—tanks that hold 56 million gallons of some of the most 
toxic substances known to man.  Workers suffered nosebleeds, chest and lung pain, headaches, 
coughing, sore throats, irritated eyes, and difficulty breathing.  These injuries occurred shortly 
after defendant WRPS reduced safety protections at the site, including reductions in the use of 
supplied air.  
 

• The Defendants argue that their current programs are protective, and dismissing worker 
exposure complaints as common among the general public and not serious.  
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• The Defendants argue that their current programs are protective, and dismissing worker 
exposure complaints as common among the general public and not serious.  To the contrary, 
Plaintiffs submitted evidence to the court of long-term illnesses and injuries resulting from toxic 
vapor exposures, including lung diseases such as Reactive Airways Dysfunction Syndrome, 
pneumonitis, neurological disease such as toxic encephalopathy, and more. 
 

• Strikingly, Defendants attacked their own expert study conducted by Savannah River National 
Labs, called the Tank Vapor Assessment Team, or TVAT.  One of the central findings of the TVAT 
report was that short-duration, high-concentration exposures affect tank farm worker health 
and that Hanford is not measuring or monitoring.  The TVAT also stated that Hanford’s Industrial 
Hygiene program does not protect workers. 
 

• The Defendants have also stated that providing supplied air to workers at the Hanford tank 
farms would cost hundreds of millions of dollars more, and slow down the work.  The response 
of Washington Attorney General Bob Ferguson to these statements:  “Using the safety of 
workers as an excuse for missing more deadlines is pathetic,” he said.  “When a federal court 
imposed a timetable for the cleanup in March, was (the Department of) Energy assuming it 
could only be met at the expense of workers’ health?” 
 

• “Defendants also summarily dismiss their own tally of worker exposures by concluding that the 
headaches, dizziness, bloody noses, shortness of breath, and gagging—simultaneously 
experienced by scores of Hanford workers exposed to chemical vapors earlier this year—are 
mere happenstance.”  State Reply Brief. 
 

• An order from the federal court either supporting or denying the issuing of an injunction does 
not mean the case is over, but simply would either grant or deny temporary relief until a full 
trial can be held. 
 

• Plaintiffs Hanford Challenge and UA Local 598 are represented by Smith & Lowney, LLC, 
(Seattle), Public Justice (Washington, DC) and Terrell Marshall, LLC (Seattle).  Presenting the case 
for the HC and Local 598 Plaintiffs will be Richard Webster of Public Justice. 

 

For more information, including copies of the court filings such as the Complaints, Motions, Answers, and 
background materials, visit – 

• Hanford Challenge Website: www.hanfordchallenge.org 
• Attorney General’s Website: www.atg.wa.gov/hanford-preliminary-injunction-documents 
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